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DISCOVERY OF 19 NEW HISTORICAL NOVA CANDIDATES IN M31HENZE, M.1; MEUSINGER, H.1; PIETSCH, W.21 Th�uringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg, D-07778 Tautenburg, Germany2 Max Plank Institute for Extraterrestrial Physis, D-85748 Garhing, Germany
We have onduted a systemati searh for historial novae in M31 on digitized arhivalplates. A omprehensive desription of the data material, the method, and the resultswill be given in a separate paper (Henze et al., 2007). Here we present a brief summaryof the attempt and announe, as the most important result, 19 new nova andidates.The M31 �eld is the most frequently observed �eld in the arhive of the TautenburgShmidt telesope (134/200/400). Our searh is based upon 306 seleted plates in theUBV bands taken in the years 1960 to 1996. A single plate overs an unvignetted �eldof 3:Æ3� 3:Æ3 with a plate sale of 51.4 arse/mm. The limits of the B plates are typiallyin the range Blim = 19m : : : 21m. Although the majority of these plates were not taken asa part of a systemati survey, they onstitute a valuable observational material suited tosearh for bright variables in our neighbour galaxy.All plates have been digitized with the Tautenburg Plate Sanner (Brunzendorf &Meusinger, 1999) and were redued using the software pakage Soure Extrator (Bertin &Arnouts, 1996). For the astrometri and photometri alibration of one seleted refereneplate per �lter band we used the USNO-B1.0 atalogue (Monet et al., 2003) and theLoal Group Survey atalogue (Massey et al., 2006), respetively. Speial are was takento onsider the strongly utuating bakground surfae brightness. All plates of the same�lter band were transformed into the system of the orresponding referene plate whihresults in an overall astrometri unertainty of � 0:5 arse and a relative photometriunertainty of 0.2{0.3 mag. The absolute photometri unertainties on the refereneplates are about 0.5 mag over the magnitude interval 16{20 mag. Finally, the data setfor every single plate was ross-orrelated with the data sets from all other plates toreate two atalogues: (a) the multi-detetion table of � 3 � 105 objets deteted onat least two plates of the same olour and (B) the single-detetion table of � 1:1 � 106objets deteted on only one plate. Sine we deided to use a low detetion limit for theobjet detetion, in order to reah a high ompleteness at faint magnitudes, the tables aresubstantially ontaminated by noise detetions. This has to be onsidered for the seletionof novae andidates: single-detetions were used only to on�rmmulti-detetions or single-detetions in other �lter bands. For the multi-detetion objets light urves were reatedand searhed for typial nova features.
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Typial features of nova light urves were modeled using novae in M31 whih werepreviously disovered on Tautenburg plates by Mo�at (1967) and B�orngen (1968):� Short time span of observability: Due to the distane of M31 and the plate limitof � 20m, novae have a typial time of observability of 20{30 days. The parametervalue applied for the searh was 50 days (U; V ) and 70 days (B) respetively.� Prominent peak: A nova light urve should show a signi�ant peak whih mustbe brighter than the plate limit and be outside the 1� error range of the modi�edlight urve without the peak.� Singular event: Classial novae do not reur on a timesale less than 100 years.Therefore every nova event in our data base should be unique. We also searhed forreurrent novae, namely suh that show repeated outbursts on a timesale less than100 years, but we did not �nd any.Every promising andidate was individually heked on the original plates to deidewhether it ould be a nova or not. The spatial distribution of the 19 objets lassi�ed asformerly unknown nova andidates is shown in Fig. 1. The mapped area is a utout fromthe �eld of the astrometri referene plate orresponding to the area ontaining the newandidates. The key data are summarized in Table 1. Another 32 previously ataloguednovae were established by our program. This is the reason why the onseutive numberingin Table 1 starts with 33. The full set of data will be provided in Henze et al. (2007).

Figure 1. Distribution of the new 19 Tautenburg nova andidates over the galaxy M31. Blak dotsindiate the objets deteted on the referene plate. The outer spiral arms of the galaxy are learlyreognizable by their overabundane of deteted objets. Big �lled squares mark the new novaandidates
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Table 1: Basi data for the new nova andidates: identi�ation number (1), right asension and delinationfor J2000 (2,3), magnitude of the deteted maximum and �lter band (4), Julian date (5), and year of theoutburst (6). ID � [Æ℄ Æ [Æ℄ mag JD year(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)33 11.90747 41.75843 19.4 (B) 2437913 196234 10.01956 40.62433 18.5 (V ) 2438373 196335 11.43947 41.75058 17.7 (U) 2439417 196636 9.33152 40.52856 18.9 (B) 2440917 197037 10.38148 40.87432 17.7 (B) 2441328 197238 9.81823 40.52356 18.9 (B) 2441680 197239 10.36907 40.88704 18.7 (V ) 2442741 197540 10.44820 40.95410 18.2 (U) 2442775 197541 11.47816 40.92837 19.3 (B) 2444194 197942 10.14823 41.32396 17.8 (U) 2444490 198043 10.47874 41.01253 18.1 (U) 2444490 198044 10.74837 41.28688 18.0 (U) 2444490 198045 11.08057 41.60674 19.4 (B) 2445940 198446 11.51205 41.73243 18.9 (U) 2446299 198547 11.58009 41.97954 18.5 (U) 2446299 198548 12.51510 41.42756 18.8 (U) 2446299 198549 10.43303 41.07269 16.9 (B) 2448893 199250 10.76761 40.40784 17.5 (B) 2450316 199651 11.54533 41.61147 19.4 (B) 2450317 1996Finally, we would like to emphasize that the good astrometri auray of this \newhistorial" novae makes them suitable for the orrelation with previously found ones inorder to searh for reurrent novae. With the only exeption of nova 39, none of ournew nova andidates ould be identi�ed on POSS II plates, in the SIMBAD database,or in the GCVS (Artyukhina et al., 1995). The position of nova 39 oinides, with aposition di�erene of 1 arse, with the nova number 32 in Table 4 of Baade & Arp (1964)disovered between the years 1945{1949. Therefore, nova 39 is a good andidate for areurrent nova with repeated outbursts on a timesale less than 100 years. Unfortunately,Baade & Arp do not report the epoh of their observation and thus the reurrene timean be estimated only roughly to 26{30 years. Additional information on the atual epohof the Baade & Arp nova 32 / Table 4 would be useful. Beause the 1975 outburst ofnova 39 has not been reported so far, we list it as a new nova andidate, even though itis probably a reurrent nova.Aknowledgments: This researh has made use of the SIMBAD database and ofthe Aladin sky atlas whih are operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane, and the Generalatalogue of Variable Stars Volume V Extragalati Variable Stars (GCVS Vol. V) whihis operated at Sternberg Astronomial Institute, Mosow, Russia.
Referenes:Artyukhina, N.M., Durlevih, O.V., Frolov, M.S., et al., 1995, General atalogue of Vari-able Stars, 4th ed., vol. V. Extragalati Variable Stars, \Kosmosinform", MosowBaade, W., Arp, H., 1964, ApJ, 139, 1027
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5701The star listed as V2028 Cyg in IBVS 5701 should be V2088 Cyg.Geir Klingenberg


